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Great opportunities with exceptionally high potential

Cluster constitutes an indispensable basis for achieving

lie ahead of us in the coming years. In respect to the

these goals and it is of great importance that we

17 Sustainable Development Goals 2030, the `Major

manage to use these instruments together and

Transition Forces´ are framing the core topics of

efficiently. The Cluster Team will certainly pro-actively

resilient ecosystems, digitalization and the responsibi-

support all our partners in achieving this.

16

EBSCON 21 - Electronic Based Systems Conference

lity for climate, environment and decarbonization. As a

20

Digitaldialog

cluster for Electronic Based Systems, we hence put our

Ultimately, I would like to cordially invite our

focus on collaborative project development and increa-

partners to attend the major cluster events of 2022:

24

Global Innovation Summit

sed networking of our partners – on the outside with

Starting from June 2 and 3 our ‚Light up the Alps’ will

26

AAIC in Semiconductor

other industries as well as among each other on the

serve as our annual clusterpartner meeting in Kla-

inside.

genfurt, followed by the EBS lighthouse summit, the
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30
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Heroes of Tech

Furthermore,

our

combined

efforts

will

especially be directed on developing our workforce of

Foto: © Daniel Waschnig
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EBSCON 2022 on October 5 in Graz.

the future as well as on the strong positioning of the
network in Europe and the new European programs.

I am looking forward to a successful cooperation in

The extensive program by the European Union to

2022!

strengthen the European chip and electronics industry,
as for instance IPCEI, KDT and now via the European

Yours,

DI Dr. Robert Gfrerer, MPH

Chips Act, is now coming very much to our benefit.

Robert Gfrerer

Managing Director and CEO Silicon Alps Cluster GmbH

In this regard, the partner network of the Silicon Alps
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BETTER TOGETHER
A SPECTACULAR YEAR –
Review by the SILICON ALPS TEAM

The Silicon Alps Community is a living eco-system

We are proud to be able to unite and support

and has proven its high capacity of resilience on

important leading companies in the southern region,

multiple levels in 2021. Its special position as a link

which are confidently demonstrating how crises,

We are looking back to another eventful year

formats, such as the HR Hub and Marketing Lounge

stands for. In this light, we rolled out our campaign

between companies, location policy and science

such as the current component and supply crisis, can

characterized by the ongoing influence of the

get-together and the Light up the A.L.P.S Innovation

“Heroes of Tech” driven by unbridled confidence in

becomes most visible when times are challenging.

be countered through current major investments.

pandemic, while at the same time we became witness

Day in September. In the course of these insightful

our Silicon Alp’s talents, as we all know we will need

of the huge optimism, power and momentum of the

gatherings, we were able to continuously align and

every single man and woman in our region dedicated

In this regard, we would like to emphasize the

As responsible Chairs of the Silicon Europe Alliance

Silicon Alps cluster and the Austrian EBS industry as

refine our programmatic plan with our partners and

to use and specialize their skills for a greater future

excellent work in the cluster focus groups, as for

in 2021, we hope that the initiated applications as

a whole. 2021 was marked by major global attention

shareholders and set the sails tight towards a bright

and, hence, the stage and applause for them can

instance the Cleanroom Technologies group with

„Eurocluster“ and as „Secretariat for the Alliance on

in regard to the chip industry and related branches

future for the Silicon Alps region.

never be big enough.

their outstanding proposition paper on „Air Filter

Processors and Semiconductor technologies“ - which

Technology in the Context of Pandemic Contain-

also include a significant share of funding for small

ment“ as a major contribution for the public to tackle

and medium-sized enterprises - will be approved by

the current challenges.

the EU program Digital Europe and thus raise this

and businesses and we have seen Europe coming
closer together in driving digitalization, sharing the

Eventually, after what we call a true journey to

To conclude, in 2021 we experienced the strong

joint commitment to advance sovereignty in R&D,

implement

strategy,

support and belief by the Shareholders of the

supply chains and workforce. Alongside these

“Building Bridges for tomorrow” not only became the

Silicon Alps Cluster. The feeling of growing stronger

developments, we, as the Silicon Alps team, were able

slogan of the first EBSCON, but became a slogan for

as a team united and able to drive the EBS location

to introduce a range of new formats, campaigns and

taking joint action and a broad commitment of our

in Southern Austria forward and make it visible was

strategic

of

All this and much more is made possible by the

services to strengthen our ties regionally, nationally

partners in research and industry to create solutions

definitely our highlight of the year. At this point, we

cross-cluster activities together with the Styrian

Silicon Alps Cluster partners supported by a highly

and internationally to connect all partners to work

for a better tomorrow. Our lighthouse summit for

would like to say a very special thanks to Andreas

‘application clusters’ for Human.technology, Green-

motivated team and our outstanding shareholders,

together on the most important topics of our times

the EBS industry took place in November just days

Starzacher and Michael Liebminger for their support

Tech and Automotive, we have moved a step closer

for whose loyalty we would like to say thank you.

and stand united as a task force of innovators, tech-

before another lockdown would make gatherings

throughout this spectacular journey.

to our scope of making our economic and private

nology suppliers and experts bundling the know-how

impossible. We were stunned by the contributions,

where it was most needed. Humbly, we may say we

the atmosphere, the entrepreneurial and highly

participated in transforming society into a modern

innovative spirit, as well as the competence displayed

world with the common goal of performing a

by our region throughout the whole day packed with

sustainable, digital transformation.

discussions, cooperation talks, and information.

After a long time of meeting virtually in video calls,

Throughout the year, at all our events and actions,

inspiring webinars and online fairs, we were eager to

our main sources of input on our journey were the

finally meet our partners in person again. Following

frequent talks and formats of exchange with our net-

our memorable Light up the A.L.P.S Experts Brunch

work, creating a fascinating picture of the expertise

in July, we were able to invite our partners to new

and technological know-how our region rightfully

the

cluster’s

‘refurbished’

Michael Liebminger (Steirische Wirtschaftsförderung) & Andreas Starzacher
(Kärntner Wirtschaftsförderung Fonds) were instated interim managing directors
of Silicon Alps from April to December 2021

activity to the next level.
With the implementation of an impact-oriented
approach

and

the

intensification

sphere smarter („smart-everything“).

Last but not least, apart from our shared dedication
to location development: working together and

We are now looking forward to a new era with Robert
Gfrerer keeping the Silicon Alps Cluster on the right

Our newly designed flagship event, the EBSCON

learning from each other brought along a great and

track for 2022 and the years to come.

with more than 450 participants online and on site

healthy dose of joy.

in Graz, showed the location‘s competencies in the

Yours,

promising cross-cutting topics of green technology,

4

cyber security, artificial intelligence and Society 5.0.

Contact the Silicon Alps Team:
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Michael Liebminger & Andreas Starzacher
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And suddenly everyone is talking about electronic-

about the field of EBS – as professionals, researchers, or

2021 was another year full of challenges, nevertheless it

year. Once again, Styria became hotspot for electronic-

based systems. Ten or fifteen years ago, it had almost

even founders. The cluster has made a valuable contribu-

was characterized by upswing, confidence and success.

based systems and the concentrated innovative power

been a niche topic, but today EBS constitute the center

tion to this, especially on the level of raising awareness.

In this regard, the Silicon Alps Cluster has played a major

of our domestic high-tech industry gathered in our

of interest and mark the European path towards digital

The EBSCON has become a fixed date in the annual

role and, together with its partners and members, was

state capital Graz. With the slogan „Building bridges for

sovereignty. In developing and establishing its areas of

calendar, networking business, science and politics,

able to seize the opportunities that came along with the

tomorrow“ and the focus on green technologies for a

strength, the state of Carinthia very early on focused

providing exciting food for thought and a glimpse into the

major digitization push.

future worth living, a great guiding theme was chosen

on EBS and, together with many far-sighted partner

future. And this clearly shows: EBS are not only the basis

As a showcase project for the cooperation between Styria

once again.

organizations, companies and institutions, we have

for digitization, they are also a central building block

and Carinthia, the clusters work strengthens the entire

built up an extensive and strong network – the Silicon Alps

for the further development of Southern Austria as an

region of southern Austria. This cooperation across

I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere

Cluster. It is of immense value that we are now able to

innovation location.

federal state borders is also the order of the day to stand

thanks to Managing Director Robert Gfrerer and his team

out in global competition. As a result, we have succeeded

for their great commitment and I am convinced that we

build on an already well-established platform to address
the new challenges in this extremely dynamic period the

I congratulate the cluster team around Robert Gfrerer

in increasing our international visibility and positioning

will be able to continue the clusters successful path this

industry has been going through recently. Among many

on a successful 2021 and look forward to many exciting

ourselves as a top region in microelectronics. The

year as well.

other things, this includes getting young people excited

encounters in 2022!

EBSCON represented a special highlight of the past

Foto: © Teresa Rothwangl

Foto: © Gernot Gleiss

PREFACE | State Councilors

MMag.a Barbara Eibinger-Miedl
Economic Councilor of the Styrian Government

Dr.in Gaby Schaunig
Deputy Head of the Carinthian
Government and Spokeswoman
for Technology
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PARTNERS 2021

IN FOUNDATION

MICRO- & SMALL ENTERPRISES

LARGE ENTERPRISES

2be1 Consulting KG | Airborne Motion Pictures GmbH | ALP.Lab GmbH | Analog Devices

ams AG | AT&S Austria Technologie & Systemtechnik Aktiengesellschaft | AVL LIST

GmbH | AnyConept GmbH | Arcadlon GmbH | ARTI - Autonomous Robot Technology

GmbH | Flextronics International Gesellschaft m.b.H. | Hutchison Drei Austria

GmbH | Augmensys GmbH | BDO Consulting GmbH | block42 Blockchain Company GmbH

GmbH - Business Sales ME&LE | Infineon Technologies Austria AG | LAM Research

| Blueroots Technology GmbH | Bright Red Systems GmbH | Busch Semiconductor Vacuum

AG | NXP Semiconductors Austria GmbH & Co KG | Siemens AG Österreich

Group GmbH | CAC Construction Assembling Corporation GmbH | Camfil Austria GmbH |

| SVI Austria GmbH | TDK Electronics GmbH & Co OG

Carrot and Company GmbH | CISC Semiconductor GmbH | Cleanroom Technology Austria
GmbH | COMPREI Reinraum- Handel- Schulungs GmbH | crank-e mobility solutions GmbH
| DigniSens GmbH | DrainBot GmbH | Edera Safety GmbH & Co KG | edddison techno-

ASSOCIATIONS & PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

logies OG | EEMCO GmbH | EET - Efficient Energy Technology GmbH | EPIConsulting |

ARGE Plattform Automatisierungstechnik Steiermark | BIK Breitbandinitiative

erfideo Software & Identifikations GmbH | Flasher GmbH | Garnet GmbH | Golem Digital |

Kärnten GmbH | build! Gründerzentrum Kärnten GmbH | Data Intelligence

Guid.New GmbH | Ingenieurbüro Berghofer KG | isn - Innovation Service Network GmbH

Offensive - DIO | DIH SÜD GmbH | Gründungsgarage - Verein zur Förderung des

| K3lab OG | Katronik H. Steindl GmbH | KLAXON MOBILITY GmbH | KML Vision GmbH |

Unternehmertums | i3 Initiative Intelligente Innovation | Industriellenvereinigung

LEFTSHIFT ONE Software GmbH | Legal Tech Services GmbH | m27 Fedas Management

Kärnten | ITCS GmbH | KWF Kärntner Wirtschaftsförderungsfonds | Science Park

und Beratungs GmbH | Markenstolz OG | Metinsi - Sara Carniello | mgIT GmbH | Mitutoyo

Graz GmbH | SCS Cluster (Secured Communicating Solutions Cluster) |

Austria GmbH | NAVAX Customer Experience GmbH | NEED immersive reality (Mag.

Software Internet Cluster (SIC) | Stadt Graz (Amt für Wirtschafts- und Tourismus-

Rainer Edler e.U.) | Neptun Data Processing GmbH | NET-Automation GmbH | Novaflash

entwicklung) | Stadt Villach | Steirische Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft m.b.H.

GmbH | nymea GmbH | OR-EL Organska elektronika d.o.o. | P.SYS caring systems GmbH |

| Wirtschaftskammer Steiermark / WIFI Steiermark

Panthronics AG | primtec GmbH | Providens Analytics GmbH | Quantum Engineering
GmbH | Raiffeisen Rechenzentrum GmbH | s2 data & algorithms GmbH | sanSirro GmbH |
Sclable Business Solutions GmbH | Sibrai-Electronics GmbH | Siegle + Epple Austria GmbH

EDUCATION & RESEARCH

& Co. KG | Silent Quo GmbH | SLOC GmbH | Smacty GmbH | Space.TimeTag KG | Spath

Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt | Fachhochschule Kärnten Gemeinnützige

MicroElectronicDesign GmbH | Takeoff1 GmbH | Talto - Talents of Tomorrow GmbH |

Privatstiftung | FH CAMPUS 02 GmbH (Studiengang Automatisierungstechnik) | FH

Tautschnig Rechtsanwälte GmbH | TCM Systems GmbH | TechMeetsLegal | THI TECH-

JOANNEUM Gesellschaft mbH | Fraunhofer Austria Research GmbH | JOANNEUM

HOUSE GmbH | TIER Mobility GmbH | Trustworks GmbH | TU Graz Errichtungs- und

RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH | Karl-Franzens-Universität Graz | Know-

Betreiber GmbH | uniforce Consulting GmbH | Watlow Plasmatech GmbH | WeGenics

Center GmbH | Life Long Learning (TU Graz) | Linz Center of Mechatronics GmbH

GmbH | Whirlybird Electronics Private Limited | XAUTOMATA TECHNOLOGY GmbH | xFace

| Materials Center Leoben Forschung GmbH | Polymer Competence Center

Johannes Wolkerstorfer e.U.

Leoben GmbH | Silicon Austria Labs GmbH | Technische Universität Graz | VIRTUAL
VEHICLE Research GmbH | ZFE-Zentrum for Elektronenmikroskopie Graz

MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES
BearingPoint GmbH | Intel Austria GmbH | Ortner Cleanroom Engineering GmbH | PMS
See current list of Partners:

Elektro- und Automationstechnik GmbH | SMB Pure Systems GmbH | WILD Elektronik
und Kunststoff GmbH & Co KG
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Ecosystem

SILICON ALPS - Building Bridges for Tomorrow
SILICON ALPS MISSION
The Silicon Alps region is host and cradle to many key enabling technologies that have a significant influence on our daily lives. On the pillars of innovation,

2016 20

qualification, cooperation and information, three strong beliefs guide the united mission by all Silicon Alps partners: Our passion for technology will guide

th

our society into the future. Furthermore, we connect our regional competences to spark international innovations. Ultimately, we trust in joint efforts and

August: Foundation

135

Partners

47

Events 2021

12

joint performance to reach the summit of what will be possible in the area of electronic components and systems.

SILICON ALPS VALUES

to advance our society as a whole. Silicon

responsibility, appreciation, transparency and

nology – and the technology platform ECSEL-

unite the network under the umbrella of Elec-

Alps thrives on the mutual trust in techno-

observation.

Austria. At the European level, the Silicon Alps

tronic Based Systems (EBS), are primarily di-

logy and the benefits it has on our society,

Cluster has been managing partner of the

rected towards SMEs, business founders and

»Silicon Europe Alliance« in 2021. The Silicon

initiating cooperation through projects and

Alps Cluster equally represents the interests

networking events.

1

nerations to come. The services, targeting to

:9

ment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Tech-

order to ultimately serve the society in the

best. Therefore, the Silicon Alps cluster orga-

region and beyond by increasing the global

nization sees its major task in matching the

reputation of our electronic components and

economic interests of the region with the

systems.

innovative electronics & software
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efforts and the correlation to academia in
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European cluster supernetwork for

The challenges of tomorrow can only be
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The Silicon Europe Alliance is the
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A EUROPEAN NETWORK

&R

ES

:1

of its partners and the public in fostering

SILICON ALPS VISION

ES

values of enthusiasm, betterment, energy,
RIS

Alps cluster are the motor and motivation

RP

the value chain for the sake of society and ge-

TE

Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environ-

PS

way to innovation, we build upon the guiding

TU

middle, the core values inherent in the Silicon

AR

innovation in the Silicon Alps region all along

7

»Silicon Austria« initiative by the bmk – the

SHAREHOLDERS:

ST

our planet and all future generations. On the

ES
:1

While the passion for technology stands in the

ITI

sustainable economic growth and sparking

OR

The Silicon Alps Cluster directly supports the

AS

PURPOSE AND GOALS

technologies with more than 2,000
cluster members.

Status as of: 31.12.2021

industry’s strengths, the center of research
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Shareholders

HIGHLIGHTS &
HAPPENINGS 2021

“Predictive Maintenance”
28th, Online
Cross Cluster Webinar |

Artificial
Intelligence
21st, Online

80th Digitaldialog
23rd, Online
Cross Cluster Webinar |

Cleanroom
technology to
combat

„Export Academy.

14 , Online

24th, Online

2nd, Online
CFG Workshop on
1st, Online

27th, Online

23rd, Online

Workshop | “Thrive On Your
Future Business”
26th, Online

CFG Meeting Smart Systems
& System Integration

11th, Online

Kick-Off CFG Workshop
2nd, Online

18 , Online
th

Cross Cluster Event with HTS |
Medizin trifft Technik

85th Digitaldialog
19th, Graz

7 , Graz

AAIC – Applied Artificial

Digital Transformation

Intelligence in Semi-

Leadership Class

conductors Conference

19th, Graz

17 , Online
th

Webinar Nationale
Clusterplattform|
„Virus-safe production and

Innovation Workshop CFG |
„Cybersecurity meets RFID“
12th, Online

CFG Meeting | „Green and Sustainable
Electronics“ - Round 2
4th, Online

Marketing Lounge

„Service 4.0“

Arm and Silicon Alps joint Webinar |
„Why design your own custom SoC?”

HR HUB meets

Expertsbrunch |
17th, Online

11th, Online

Kick-Off Workshop
Predictive Maintenance”

the industrial sector

21st, Graz

27th, Online

22nd, Online

“Condition Monitoring and

Cybersecurity challenges in

85th Digitaldialog

th

18th - 20th, Graz & Online

“Green Electronics”
System Integration

82nd Digitaldialog

„EIC-Accelerator“

Global Innovation Summit

Britain post Brexit“

COVID crisis
th

ship to Leadership“.

Webinar | EU Funding Program

virus-safe events“
9th, Online

JULY

Webinar on

Network: From Member-

81st Digitaldialog

FEBRUARY

Cross Cluster

JANUARY

26th, Online

MARCH

„Austria in the EIT Health

experience |

JUNE

CFG Meeting |

CFG exchange of

MAY

29th, Online

APRIL

Resource Management“

Cross Cluster Spot on RFID

1st, Online

85th Digitaldialog
30th, Online

21st, Online
Long night of application
29th, Graz

Cross Cluster Start-Up
17th, Graz

LIGHT UP THE A.L.P.S.
2nd, Klagenfurt

AICI Forum
5th - 6th, Klagenfurt

pandemic containment“
EBSCON –
HR Hub| “Work with
5th, Online

Career Day Silicon Alps
1st, Online

13th, Völkermarkt & Online

transformation

Get-Together for

Robotics Talk |
„Hello Carinthia Calling“
7th, Online

technology in the context of

8th, Online

9th, Online

Spotlight with HTS

14 , Online

CFG Event | „Air filtration

Leadership in digital

Webinar Cybersecurity Insights |
„Emerging Threats in Europe“

27th, Graz

HR HUB | Qualification:

Cross Cluster Start-Up
Spotlight with HTS

th

Youth – Generation Z”
83rd Digitaldialog

NOVEMBER

29 , Online

HR HUB | „Strategic Human

EN

OCTOBER

28th, Klagenfurt & Online

SEPTEMBER

Silicon Alps Innovation Day

83rd Digitaldialog
th

79th Digitaldialog

EV

Light up the A.L.P.S. –

ELECTRONIC BASED SYSTEMS
CONFERENCE
2rd, Graz & Online

DECEMBER

REVIEW EVENTS 2021

TS

EB

#EBSCON - Electronic Based Systems Conference

SC

80

A DAY SUCCESSFULLY BUILDING BRIDGES FOR THE FUTURE

4

November 3rd, 2021, Congress Graz.
The #EBSCON set out to successfully stage the Austrian EBS industry
within a fresh and innovative setting.

Livestream views

Under the slogan “Building Bridges for Tomorrow”, the biggest event of
the year of the Silicon Alps Cluster followed the high goal of mastering the

1400

challenges of the future with EBS technologies in the fields of Society 5.0,
Sustainability, Artificial Intelligence and Cyber Security. A particular lens
was put on aspects of work and necessary preconditions for startups and
talents to secure a thriving EBS ecosystem.

more than

MEDIA

250

participants

onsite

450

B2B Meetings

press releases

25 media publications

1.000.000 Impressions on Facebook & LinkedIn
more than

10.000 website visits

FACTS & FIGURES
26

Nationalities
“Thanks to #EBSCON, we were able to present our
product to the public for the first time and then
immediately in front of such a large audience,” Ines

More than 450 guests were participating, of whom we were able to

Wöckl, co-founder of Flasher, after the Silicon Success

welcome almost 250 on-site – under strict conditions due to the ongoing

and Pitch Session.

In the opening keynote, futurologist Tristan Horx

Covid-19 limitations – another 200 had registered for the sessions online

presented megatrends and visions of technology in the

and many more followed the Livestream. In particular, we are glad we

interplay with society. Thereafter, the possible scena-

have reached out to 26 nations and the decision to host all discussions in

rios for a future world were discussed in a deep dive

English thus making them available to non-german speakers was received

with host Daniel Cronin. In the subsequent panels and

extremely well. The live audience and online participants were interactively

presentations, high-ranking representatives of the semi-

connected through our panel app and highly involved, which contributed to

conductor industry shared the stage with bright minds

lively and entertaining discussions.

from research institutes and universities to give unique
insights into the world of microelectronics by answering
a plethora of questions from the audience. In addition
to exciting and top-class panel sessions on the topics of
society, green technologies, artificial intelligence,
cyber security and the job market, startups were also
offered a stage.

16
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EB

#EBSCON - Electronic Based Systems Conference

SC

The #EBSCON has demonstrated: Intelligent, secure and sustainable
technologies point the way into a promising future.

A DAY SUCCESSFULLY BUILDING BRIDGES FOR THE FUTURE

Following the motto “Building bridges for tomorrow”, the hybrid event
created an exciting opportunity to get inspired, exchange ideas, find
business partners and take home some fresh food for thought.
MANY THANKS TO ALL OUR PARTNERS, SHAREHOLDERS AND

Networking was another focal point at #EBSCON 2021. At the

SUPPORTERS OF THE CLUSTER!

Matchmaking in the Silicon Austria Business Lounge supported by EEN
and Silicon Austria Labs, in the course of the B2B meetings, inspiring

The recording of the keynote as well as of the panels can be rewatched

discussions were used to lay the foundation for new collaborations.

here:

The participants were also enthusiastic: “With the mix of knowledge

transfer, exciting discussions, exhibition and networking, EBSCON was
a great opportunity to get to know new people and promote cooperation,” says Brigitta Möstl, CEO & Founder of WeGenics GmbH.
Ultimately, the #EBSCON presented itself as a highly successful platform for the region with international character. At the final after-show
networking, the optimism and determination of an industry pursuing
a clear, common, great goal could clearly be felt: creating green and

“A really varied program was offered and

secure technologies for a future in which generations will feel

the keynote by Tristan Horx was very

comfortable. Eventually, host Daniel Cronin summarized the most

exciting

important findings from all lectures:

co-founder of the startup Skilltree.

and

inspiring,”

Simon

Löwy,

“We’ve learned today that technologies play an important part in social
life. But in the end, it is the people themselves who develop, use and

This was the EBSCON 2021:

think further about these technologies. For further development, the
right training is required and innovative minds are required who break
new ground and thus become an inspiration for others.”
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DIALOG
A Series of events by the Silicon Alps Cluster
in cooperation with the following partners:

80. Digitaldialog | Human Factors – the human being at the center of
technological innovations

79. Digitaldialog | C-ITS / CCAM or the battle of new technologies for
hot markets in transport telematics

82. Digitaldialog | Software as an Industry: What business models are
there?

83. Digitaldialog | The Future of Power Electronics
On June 1, the 83rd Digitaldialog was hosted by FH Kärnten on „The Future of Power

On April 27, the IT Community Styria organized the 82 Digitaldialog on the virtual

Electronics“. It was moderated by Dr Ulla Birnbacher, Professor of Communications

stage. Almost 100 interested people listened to the explanations of three experts,

Engineering and Signal Processing at the Carinthian University of Applied Sciences

On February 23, DIGITAL – the institute for Information and Communication

who viewed the topic of the evening from different perspectives and thus clarified

and Deputy Head of the Engineering & IT Department. The event addressed

Technologies hosted the 80th Digitaldialog, which gave an insight into the

the spectrum of software development as a separate industry.

questions such as why power electronics is seen as the key technology of the

nd

importance of human factors in the design of technical systems.

future, what is possible with it, how it affects us in our daily lives and how the job
market will develop in this direction.

On January 26, JOANNEUM RESEARCH hosted the 79th Digitaldialog with
DIGITAL - Institute for Information and Communication Technologies as an online

Read the follow-up report:

event. The speakers offered an up-to-date insight into the technological and

Read the follow-up report & watch
the online event here:

economic challenges in the design of a modern transport infrastructure.

81. Digitaldialog | Data (Science) in Action – from data to value
On March 23, the applied university FH CAMPUS 02 in Graz invited to the 81st
Digitaldialog with the topic “Data (Science) in Action – from data to value”. Three
Photo: Joanneum Research

different lectures presented the value data can have in the respective field of
application. The event was hosted by Stefan Grünwald, head of the IT & business
informatics department at FH CAMPUS 02.

The Digitaldialog is a series of events organized by the Silicon Alps Cluster in cooperation
with the following partners: Joanneum Research, FH Campus 02, IT Community Styria and FH
Kärnten. The series was initiated in 2011. At the event, renowned technology experts - from
83rd Digitaldialog, hosted by FH Kärnten

business, science and education - provide insights into their fields. The concluding dialogue
offers visitors the opportunity to discuss with them, network and discuss opportunities for
collaboration. The focus of the Digitaldialog is on open discussion with experts, which is why

You can find the full livestream to

participation in the Digitaldialog is free of charge.

watch here:

Watch the recap video:

DI Dr. Heinz Mayer moderated the 79th Digital Dialog

Read the follow-up report in German
& watch the online event here:
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DIGITAL

GI

DIALOG
A Series of events by the Silicon Alps Cluster

85. Digitaldialog | Global Business und Cyber Security
84. Digitaldialog | Digital Forest Twin
On September 21, the 85th Digitaldialog, organized by Silicon Alps and Joanneum
Research, was held under the following motto: The special requirements of IT

the concept of digital twins plays in industrial manufacturing, at the latest with

security in international business. At one of the first face-to-face events in a long

comprehensive digitization and the Industry 4.0 initiative, because digital images

time, experts from business and academia provided insight into their views on

can be used to simulate products and production facilities before they are even built.

threat situations, their experiences, and possible measures to defend against

However, digital twins are also used for areas outside industrial manufacturing,

external attacks. As host, Heinz Mayer from Joanneum Research moderated the

such as forest management.

event with Manfred Hall from the Silicon Alps Cluster.

84th Digitaldialog, hosted by Joanneum Research

85th Digitaldialog, hosted by Silicon Alps and Joanneum Research

Read the follow-up report:
Rewatch the livestream & read the
follow-up report:
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87. Digitaldialog | Sustainable Systems - Digitally Driven

Startups are a particular focus of location development at the moment - they

On November 30, the aim was to look at the sustainable design from different

show the degree of innovation in a region. They are both a beacon of hope and a

perspectives - companies, science, urban development - in which digitization plays

barometer of success, also and especially outside the high-tech sector. As part of

a role as an enabler or must itself be questioned in terms of its sustainability. The

the 86th Digitaldialog on October 19, key people from a wide range of innovative

event was hosted by Berndt Jesenko from the IT & Business Informatics program

startups discussed their needs and difficulties in the software sector.

at FH CAMPUS 02.

Rewatch the livestream & read the

Photo: ITCS

follow-up report:

Photo: Joanneum Research

Photo: Joanneum Research

On June 29, the 84th Digitaldialog provided insights into the important role that

86. Digitaldialog | IT systems for start-ups

86th Digitaldialog, hosted by ITCS

In 2022, we have again planned many Digitaldialog events with
exciting topics. We look forward to your participation!
Here you can find all Digitaldialog
eventdates for 2022:

Read the follow-up report:
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Global Innovation Summit
EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

SESSION 2:
“Enabling European Industrial Sovereignty: Technologies for Higher Resilience,
Efficiency, and Trustworthiness”

During the hybrid event Global Innovation Summit 2021 that took place on May

Once more Andreas Starzacher (Silicon Alps Cluster) welcomed the Silicon Alps panel

18 – 20, 2021 at Messehalle Graz and online, Silicon Alps held two top-notch panels

with Herbert Ritter (AT Styria, Vice President WKO Steiermark). A special highlight was

on “European Industrial Sovereignty and AI & Cyber Security in the Quantum Age”.

the signing ceremony of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between EPoSS
and Silicon Alps by Chairman Stefan Finkbeiner and Andreas Starzacher & Michael
Liebminger (Managing Directors Silicon Alps Cluster), which will serve as a basis for

The panels followed some prior impulse talks and were part of two major

fruitful future cooperations.

sessions, both featuring expert speakers from renowned companies in our network.

Josef Moser (Infineon) opened with his keynote “Semiconductor Industry – Front-

SESSION 1:

runner in Industry 4.0”, which looked at the multiple possible impacts on modern

“Explainable and Trustworthy AI meets Cyber Security in the Quantum Age”

production technologies considering Industry 4.0, illustrated by practical examples
from the new 300mm power semiconductor Fab of Infineon in Villach.

After Silicon Alps Co-CEO Andreas Starzacher opened the session highlighting the

Session “Explainable and Trustworthy AI meets Cyber Security in the Quantum Age”

importance of cooperation and collaboration, he gave the floor to Andreas Trügler
(Know-Center) with the first keynote on Explainable and Trustworthy AI, where he
talked about deep learning models that have recently demonstrated remarkable

Michael Jerne (NXP) tied in with his keynote on the manifold possibilities of RFID

with Andreas Sibrai (Sibrai Electronics) , András Montvay (Silicon Austria Labs), Charles

enhancing the Industrial IoT. He highlighted opportunities provided by RFID and

Dietz (Sclable) and Ulrike Lackner (Know-Center) (f.l.t.r.)

complimentary technologies NFC and UWB and addressed key ingredients for an

results in diverse tasks, such as image classification or machine translation. Jörg-

effective and secure implementation.

Peter Elbers (ADVA Optical Networking SE) continued with his keynote on Cyber
Security in the Quantum Age and built a bridge from AI towards quantum computers,

These keynotes served as impulse talks for the top-notch panel discussion led by

which promise to solve some of the most complex mathematical problems more

Dominik Berger (2be1 Consulting) with further experts from our network partners:

efficiently than ever.
These keynotes served as impulse talks for the top-notch panel discussion led by

Stefan Finkbeiner (EPoSS)

Ulrike Lackner (Know-Center) with further experts from the Silicon Alps network:
Silicon Alps Team at Global Innovation Summit

András Montvay (Silicon Austria Labs)

Przemyslaw Jakub Gromala (Robert Bosch GmbH, EPoSS)
Sandra Slavinec (charismaTec, AT Styria)
Here you can read the full

Josef Moser (Infineon)

Charles Dietz (Sclable)

follow up report:

Michael Jerne (NXP)

Andreas Sibrai (Sibrai Electronics)
Andreas Trügler (Know-Center)
Jörg-Peter Elbers (ADVA)
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AAIC - AI in Semiconductors Conference
EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

After the morning keynotes by Thomas Altenmüller from Infineon Germany and

The vivid discussion touched upon the questions of Europe’s role as a location for chip

Andreas Sibrai from AI Storm set the scope for the vast possibilities of AI in chip

design and production. What could be the Potential to manufacture AI chips in Europe,

production and design, we were looking forward to the high-level panel in the after-

will AI & ML chips become a possible catalyst for a new wave of fab-less companies,

noon with experts in the semiconductor field:

and finally, a critical light was shed on the talent and workforce situation where all

On June 17, 2021 the fourth Applied Artificial Intelligence Conference, in short AAIC, was co-organized by AI Austria, advantage Austria and Silicon
Alps. This time, it was all about Applied AI in the semiconductor industry.

participants agreed a lot needs to be done and European companies have to find ways
Andreas Sibrai, VP Design, AI Storm

for faster decision-action models. The key message of the end of the day was quite

Dr. Andreas Starzacher, Datascience, Infineon Technologies Austria

clear: Europe has to stand together as a whole industry in order to stay competitive

Frank Bösenberg, MD at Silicon Saxony

and relevant.

Dr. Pedro Julian, Head of reasearch unit embedded AI, Silicon Austria Labs
Moderation: Dr. Dietmar Millinger & Clemens Wasner, AI Austria

The AAIC, in a number of highlight events, sought to raise the awareness for AI and its

annually - five times greater than that seen for semiconductors used in non-AI

importance for business by showing practical AI applications across business verticals

applications. Therefore, the semiconductor industry has gained much attention from

and functions by inviting leading AI experts, companies and researchers from around

AI startups, investors and incumbents alike. On an abstract level, these development

the world. Business professionals and AI experts had the chance to bounce ideas and

can be broken down into 2 areas: AI chips and improved chip manufacturing through

discuss concrete steps at the events.

AI.

These were the topics:

Within just a few years the compute requirements to train state of the art machine

AI in chip design

learning models has increased by a factor of 300.000. This fast rise is unlikely to slow

Embedded “AI on chip” increasing security and energy efficiency

down any time soon as very large models such as open AI‘s DALL-E or GPT-3 set new

AI in chip production and quality control

records for spent compute and parameters. Custom architectures to speed up the

AI-specific designs ASICS or FPGAs

process of training and later on increase the efficiency of deployment (inference) is

AI tooling to enable edge deployment

therefore a logical consequence. At the same time the „traditional“ semi-conductor

The conference was co-organized by AI Austria, Advantage Austria and Silicon Alps.

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
All keynotes and discussions are available for re-watching on the Linkedin channel of
the conference.

semiconductor industry is not a still far-away concept but for many companies the

industry is facing increasingly hard challenges when moving to the next production
Artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning and neural networks are the

node while maintaining profit margins and output. Like in many other industry

logical continuation of automation provided by higher computing power. Artificial

verticals, AI is playing a key role when it comes to improving the efficiency across

intelligence has already made its entry into everyday life through enormous increases

the entire value chain – from design to manufacturing and logistics. The AAIC

in efficiency, also for the semiconductor industry.

Semiconductors has given a stage to these exciting developments, while also

According to McKinsey, AI accelerator chips (chips designed to work with neural

discussing the rekindled interest in EU-based chip manufacturing with leading

networks and machine learning) will see a growth rate of approximately 18 percent

European clusters and industry players.

We hope that with AAIC Semiconductors we were able to demonstrate that AI in the
new normal. We were especially happy to discover during the conference preparations that European companies and research institutions are very active in that field
and hopefully the AAIC can contribute to more visibility and mindshare in the public
discourse. Furthermore we hope that when it comes to the implementation of the EU‘s
digital agenda, AI silicon will get the attention it deserves, as Europe has a very strong

AAIC morning session

AAIC afternoon session

base to build upon. All this is mind, we will continue the topic of AI in semiconductor
for 2022 within the Silicon Alps cluster.
Text: Clemens Wasner, Hartwin Kostron
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LIGHT UP THE A.L.P.S.

EN

ARENA FOR LINKING PARTNERS‘ STRENGTH (A.L.P.S.) –
Getting prepared for 2022

ARENA FOR LINKING PARTNERS’ STRENGTH

On September 28, 2021, the picturesque Lakesidespitz in Klagenfurt turned
into a lively discussion arena for new cooperation ideas and perspectives in the
Silicon Alps cluster focus groups.

Get Together for Light Up the A.L.P.S.

After outstanding keynotes on trends and European funding for project

July 2, 2020

applications (from EPoSS, FFG, Analog Devices and TechMeetsLegal), as well
as hands-on discussions with our speakers and cooperation partners, group

Escaping the long isolation due to the COVID crisis in winter and spring

discussions were conducted at 6 technology tables on RFID, cleanroom

2021, we welcomed “offline” ways to better inform our partners about

technology, smart systems (green electronics, predictive maintenance), AI &

the cooperation activities and to involve them stronger in the activities

cybersecurity and “New Topics”. The results were shared with the audience in

of the cluster focus groups. Founded three to four years ago, these bring

ambassadors’ pitches.

together experts from industry and science on EBS topics with high
Six main focus topcis to focus on in 2022:

relevance for the region: RFID, Smart Systems and Systems Integration,
Cleanroom & Technology and Cyber Security.

Qualification projects & programmes (relevant for all CFG)

The Experts Brunch on July 2, 2021, at Seepark Hotel Klagenfurt gave

Digital Twins (e.g. of cleanrooms)

snapshots on collaborative success stories and methods of the Silicon

Use Case-based Project Cooperation and Demonstration (RFID)

Alps Focus Groups and provided valuable updates on competitive
European

funding

for

project

applications

(talk

by

Green Electronics Case Study: Systematic Sustainability Evaluation (EBS)

Michael

From Preventive to Predictive Maintenance

Kerschbaumer, SFG). Josef Hackl and Roland Pufitsch represented the

Trustworthy Systems (Cybersecurity)

cluster focus group Cleanroom & Technology and in particular the
Expert Forum: Cleanroom Technologies against COVID-19. Michael Jerne
and Herwig Zeiner spoke for RFID, also presenting activities relevant for
Cybersecurity. Alfred Binder, Gerald Weis and Thomas Saier spoke for

Read the full Light up the

Watch the Light up the

A.L.P.S. follow up report:

A.L.P.S. aftermovie:

the group Smart Systems and Systems Integration.
The talks culminated with an all-female podium discussion on technology
innovation with Christina Hirschl (SAL), Karin Ronijak (ams), Ulrike Lackner
(Know-Center) and Sara Carniello (k3lab) and were moderated by Kalina
Chakalova (Universität Graz).

Read the full

Watch the Light up the

follow up report:

A.L.P.S. aftermovie:
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CLUSTER FOCUS GROUPS
HIGHLIGHTS 2021
CFG SMART SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION

CFG CLEANROOM TECHNOLOGY

CFG RFID

CFG CYBER SECURITY

Significant global innovations in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), contact-

Next to manifold benefits, digitalization is accompanied by a variety of cyber threats

less identification and wireless communication have their roots in the Silicon Alps

to production companies, electronic products, and users. Over the last couple of

region. One of the key purposes of the industry and academic actors engaged in this

years, cyber security has become a mainstream topic for Electronics Based Systems.

group is to support the creation of secure, safe and trustworthy wireless IoT solutions.

The cluster focus group Cyber Security founded in 2017 comprises of well-known
specialists from companies and research institutions from the Silicon Alps region,
who bundle their competences to meet these challenges.

Worldwide, electronic components and systems are seen as key building blocks for a

The expert forum was founded at the beginning of 2021 from the initiative of the

One established format to present the Silicon Alps Region as the leading RFID/

more sustainable and competitive society and economy. They are based on different

Silicon Alps Cluster and in cooperation with the Styrian Human technology Cluster

NFC/ contactless technology region in an international comparison is Spot on RFID.

components and sub-components that need to be integrated at a higher system level.

and the Upper Austrian Medical Technology Cluster.

This year the event has been conducted online in cooperation with AT Styria and

Because of the significant regional competences in the Silicon Alpes region, the

Personal protection during the COVID-19 pandemic puts a strain on our everyday

Cluster Mechatronic & Automation from Bayern, as a successful attempt for a larger

cluster focus group “’Smart Systems and System Integration” was founded in 2018

life in the public, professional and private sphere. The use of cleanroom-tested filter

DACH cooperation.

and comprises of about 30 experts from science and industry.

technologies can significantly contribute to the additional protection of the

The group is divided in sub-teams addressing focal points, which are selected and

population in the short and long term.

evaluated annually. The 2021 topics are: Green and sustainable electronics, Condition

With 80 years of experience in keeping the ambient air free of any harmful substances

Keynote of Michael Jerne at the Global Innovation Summit, Session:

less payment or Road toll / road tolling), April 12th 2021

Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance and Interconnect Technologies at System

in the production of micro and nano technologies, the current Expert Forum

Enabling European Industrial Sovereignty: Technologies for Higher Resilience,

CFG Meeting “Planning of a simulated cyberattack with interested companies and

Integration. Their members regularly met to learn from each other, discuss

represents an important competence centre. It encompasses leading clean room

Efficiency, and Trustworthiness

cybersecurity specialists from the cluster”, November 29th 2021

challenges and use cases, and initiate cooperation with mutual benefit for as many

companies in Austria, universities, users of filter technology from large-scale industry

Online Workshops highlighting topics suitable for cooperative innovation:

Silicon Alps Cluster partners as possible.

and specialized young companies.

Highlights :
Cybersecurity Panel at EBSCON 2021
Online Workshop “RFID meets Cybersecurity” explored the way to overcome the

Highlights:

limitations of RFID as front-end technology in concrete use cases (such as Contact

Spot on RFID: Cross-DACH-Cluster Special, October 14 , 2021
th

Online Lecture in cooperation with the SOTER project:
“Cybersecurity Insights: Emerging Threats in Europe”, December 9th 2021

Online Workshop “RFID meets Cybersecurity” explored the way to overcome
Highlights:
Strategic Cooperation between Silicon Alps and EPoSS – the European Technology

the limitations of RFID as front-end technology in concrete use cases (such

Highlights:
Position Paper: Air filtering technologies against COVID-19 indoor (Positionspapier

as Contactless payment or Road toll/ road tolling), April 12 2021
th

RFID Technology Table at Light up the A.L.P.S., September 28 2021
th

Platform on Smart Systems Integration (MoU signed on 18th May 2021)

Luft-Filtertechnik gegen COVID-19 in Innenräumen)

Competence Overview: Silicon Alps Research Landscape Hardware System

Various services: https://www.silicon-alps.at/projects/expert_forum_covid-2/

Integration (2021)

Several events (e.g. Luftfiltertechnologie zur Pandemieeindämmung – Besichtigung

Outlook 2022

15 Online Workshops with the presentation of use cases and identification of

bei WILD 13.10.2021)

Some ideas about the RFID Innovation use cases will be followed in the SPOT on RFID

Outlook for 2022:
Inter-cluster Series “Spotlight Cyber Security”
(https://www.silicon-alps.at/events/spotlight-cyber-security/)

Event Series.

cooperation topics, respectively competence push / application pull
Condition Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance (with AT Styria)
Green and Sustainable Electronics (with Green Tech Cluster and Photonics
Austria)
Interconnect Technologies@ System Integration Level
Innovation Day with all CFG - Light up the ALPS 2021
Horizon Europe Project SURE 5.0

Want to know more about the Experts forum
cleanroom technologies against CoVid-19?
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CREATING TALENT &
VISIBILITY

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

HR

SASin - SILICON ALPS SPECIALISTS INTER/NATIONAL
In the area of international talent attraction, we held four presentations at out-

An investment in education? A factor of production? Social capital?

HR HUB

developing, designing and implementing a strategy to support skilled labour force

Network
meetings

HR
sharepoint

Spot on
Employer
Branding

SASin

qualification
initiatives

job-platform

and talent retention.
The important topic of corporate culture was the subject of a joint webinar with the

„HR community“ for networking, exchanging ideas and creating a breeding ground

Silicon Alps Marketing Lounge, in which „best practices“ and individual perspectives

from which impulses emerge. The HR HUB was created, a kind of cluster focus group

were exchanged.

on the topics of human resources, employer branding and HR-related issues.
This was followed by a networking meeting on the topic of culture in an art gallery,
which showed that the symbols of culture play an important role in cohesion for
society, as it does for companies.
Within the format „large companies“, relevant qualifications in the EBS area of this
target group were discussed, as well as cooperation options with research

In summer, we took a closer look at the new „Digital Leadership Class“ course

institutions and students were identified.

on the topic of „digital transformation“ and also developed an exclusive „teaser
program“ for the cluster. The „Digital Leadership Class“ was taken up by eight

In March, a meeting on the topic of leadership was held that provided insights into

companies and covered leadership skills to deal with the digital transformation.

one of the approaches at the University of Graz and how VR leadership can be
improved.

In October, Talto and EPI Consulting brought us closer to the needs of the younger
generations. The value system is changing and employers are required to respond.

In April, we dealt with ‘different maturity levels in HR management and how to transform your organization to the next level’.

We collected their resumes in a talent pool and made them available to our network
as a source.
Nationally, we have participated in numerous initiatives to make young people aware

One goal was to identify the acting players in the HR field and thus build an

A total of eight meetings were held in 2021 as part of the HR Hub:

standing universities in the South-East European region. We were able to present the
attractiveness of our economic area and were able to excite talents for our region.

For Silicon Alps, human capital describes nothing less than the sum of all human
resources in order to enable a competitive advantage. Thus, in 2021, we worked on

LABOUR RETENTION

As part of the #EBSCON 2021, companies also had the opportunity to undergo a
skilled talent check. This offer will be extended in 2022.

The HR HUB on the topic of „Qualification and corresponding funding“ provided an

of our future-ready and exciting jobs, from students to kids: The Inno-EBS course hosted
a “Learn Repair Café” to undergird the basics of the hardware track. The AAU-Interactive

HR Panel @ EBSCON: Simon Löwy (Co-Founder Skilltree), Martin Neubauer (WIFI, Head of Institute WKO Styria),
Markus Tomaschitz (Chief HR Officer, AVL) & Almina Bešić (JKU Linz, Diversity and Cultural Expert)

Initiative has produced a „Digital Skills Game“ and the „Energie Schlaumeier
Workshop“ (clever kids energy award) at Kindergarten Sonnenschein has enabled
children to experience technology. Young people were addressed as part of
Euroskills, and Sabrina from Flex even performed a song on the topic of teaching at

In 2022, we look forward to taking away even more experiences and further transforming
learnings in order to be effective together in human capital management.

EBS. By participating in various career formats, such as LNDB or the Recruitment Day
at HTL Kaindorf, the talent pool could be additionally expanded to 58 talents as of the
end of the 2021.
With our campaign „Heroes of Tech“ sympathetic and personal portraits were
conveyed, which provide insights into the various fields of work in the EBS sector.
All these measures help to stabilize and further develop our economic area and the

Watch our Heroes of Tech Mini:

location. In doing so, we were able to pursue and achieve the following HR goals:
Connecting, modernization, exchange, information, platform for growth
Retention management
Talent acquisition
Strengthen competence
„Learn Repair Café“ of the Inno-EBS course of Graz
University of Technology.

Recruitment & visability

overview of what new training courses are available in our field. SFG, KWF and AMS
reported on current funding options in the education sector.

Want to know more about the „Learn Repair Café“?
Watch our video!
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„Energie Schlaumeier Workshop“ at Kindergarten Sonnenschein
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MARKETING & PR

Portrayal & Positioning

Marketing Lounge meets HR Hub:
Spotlight on Company Culture and Employer Branding

Presenting the “Experts forum cleanroom technologies against CoVid-19” drew
As the recent months have shown us how important a common understanding of

forum were more than important to society, informing the public was for sure among

culture is for a ecosystem like Silicon Alps in terms of values, goals and symbols, we

our highlights of the year, not to mention the following Campaign for the EBSCON 21.

put the limelight on culture as the fertile soil for innovation and collaboration. In this
regard, we identified employer branding as important means to create a unifying

Mos

on
ions

between the cluster’s HR Hub and the newly installed ‘Marketing Lounge’ in the form

marketing and PR professionals of the cluster to bundle know-how and work together

of a cross-discipline webinar and a subsequent summer-gathering at the end of July

on common challenges. In the outcome we were able to introduce effectful formats

in the old-town of Graz. Experts from our partners in HR and Marketing were invited

to display the Silcon Alps network on three levels:

to discuss and work on the topic of company culture by means of symbols, supporting
by wine-tasting.

On the level of employees, we portraited 13 Heroes of Tech working for various
partner companies.
And finally, on the level of projects and cooperation, our Techtalk format focuses on
success stories within the Silicon Alps network.

I
IL Y

On the European level, in December 2021 a Silicon Europe Alliance Marketing circle
has been founded with Silicon Alps in the lead to inform the network about Euro-

T

IB

standing of the importance of company culture. This culminated in a joint venture

the cluster. Therefore, the Marketing Lounge has been introduced in order to gather

On the level of company, we produced seven Stagevideos with portrayals of SMEs

cia
press

S

‘painting’ across the cluster that is naturally intertwined with a common under-

network on the national and international market is another important objective for

and startups.
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Besides creating visibility, however, a clear and effective positioning of the Silicon Alps
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nation-wide media attention at the press conference in March. As the findings of the

H

Have a look at our interesting

Watch our Stagevideos:

Techtalks with our partners:
HR Hub meets Marketing Lounge at Galerie Leonhard
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OUR HEROES OF TECH 2021

MAKING TALENTS VISIBLE

What is it like to work in the Electronic Based Systems industry, the key sector of the
future?

Presenting EBS as the keysector of the future
f.l.t.r.: video shoots with Alexander Rech
The HEROES OF TECH campaign aims at showing the important contribution to society

from Flasher and Karl Holzer from Sclable

and our economy that people working in the EBS sector make with their work every day.

The microelectronics industry is busier than ever meeting the market demands – an

Between Summer and December 2021, we have started with the portrayal of 13 out-

indicator of the great responsibility we have for our society through our technologies

standing HEROES OF TECH we presented at the #EBSCON 2021 – and there are many

and know-how. These demands first and foremost require the knowledge, skills and

more to come.

unbroken motivation of those who master and develop some of the world’s most

These bright minds are working for companies like NXP, CISC, Watlow, Flasher, Silicon

elaborate and profound technologies.

Austria Labs, Silent Quo or ALP.Lab in the forward-looking fields of Artificial Intelligence,

All the engineers and researchers of microelectronics are truly heroes of our time and

Society 5.0, Cybersecurity and Green Technology.

we think they really should step in front of the curtain. Silicon Alps has done this on a

MAIN GOALS

small scale with our HEROES OF TECH series, in which we had the honour of portraying

In 2021, 13 Heroes and Heroines explain what they love about their job, why their job

13 representatives of Austria’s diverse industry in a couple of short videos.

is so crucial for society and why the Silicon Alps region is simply the most beautiful
place to live.

Promotion

Cooperation

Making talent visible is one of the main focal points of the Silicon

The campaign also promotes international cooperation in the

Alps Cluster. Every day, people within the EBS sector and the

research community and industry, as the Silicon Alps network

Silicon Alps partners are dedicating their time and energy to

mutually supports its partners in sharing the latest knowledge

making the world a better place by advancing our technology.

worldwide,recruiting the best talent, tackle global challenges and

They are true EBS Superheroes who needs to be shown and

create business opportunities.

Our talents deserve the greatest respect and we would like to thank everyone of them
for their work, which continues to nourish and strengthen the Silicon Alps region and

promoted.

Awareness
The SAC region is booming and while the network is growing,
the sector is increasingly dependent on attracting talents from
all over the world to keep the quality and staying competitive for
the challenges of the future. The Heroes of Tech campaign makes
aware that both qualification and talent are crucial.
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Europe as a whole!
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